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P4 is the fourth iteration of DTC Mesh designed for use on a range of 
dedicated radio platforms available with 100mW, 2 Watt and 5 Watt  
power options.

P4 (Standard Mesh) is designed for medium bandwidth Mesh (up to 8.8Mbps) 
with the benefit of low power consumption and excellent penetration into 
difficult non-line-of-sight (NLOS) environments. The P4 range covers a 
wide variety of frequency and enclosure options and is particularly suited to 
support surveillance, UGV, UAV and OEM integrators.

P4 is available with a range of encryption standards (subject to export 
control). P4 is also compliant with requirements of the National Institute  
of Standards and Technology FIPS 140-2 Cryptographic Module  
Validation Authority.

P5 is the next generation Mesh software designed for installation on both 
dedicated radio platforms and the multi-capability SDR as a software 
application. All P5 platforms offer the benefits of standard Mesh but are 
also MIMO capable for double data throughput (25Mbps). This makes 
them a compatible and robust addition to the P4 range, although with the 
added benefits of increased bandwidth options up to 10MHz with increased 
throughput (25Mbps). All P5 platforms are HD ready with dual video encoders 
built in. In standard Mesh mode the Phase 5 platforms offer up to quad 
receive diversity for extremely robust performance and maintain diversity 
receive for MIMO modes in the NETNode 5R/P. 

P5 platforms use greater power consumption than P4 platforms as they  
have two radios in one enclosure to support MIMO mode. P5 are particularly 
suited for users where higher throughput is necessary, such as surveillance 
infrastructures, broadcast and downlinks. 

DTC’s latest P5 technology provides proven high-capacity multi-domain IP connectivity in challenging environments that sits 
seamlessly alongside existing public or private infrastructure. The ability to project a significant bi-directional capability into areas 
unreachable by existing technologies is tremendously powerful and can play a pivotal role in surveillance operations.

P5 – Defining the Art of the Possible

Standard Mesh MIMO Mesh

1  In MIMO mode the SDR variant utilises both antenna ports as TX to provide 25Mbps one way (full MIMO) whilst the unit will receive 
command and control data at reduced bandwidth in the return path. In standard Mesh mode, both forward and return path will be equal.

Mesh Model SOL8SDR Family NETNode P5 family

P5 Platforms SOL8SDR-C SOL8SDR-R SOL8SDR-P NETNode2x2W-5P NETNode2x2W-5R

Main Variants 100mW C 100mW R 1.5W P 2x2W 5P 2x2W 5R

HD-SDI Supported Supported

VOIP Supported Supported

Standard Mesh P4 Supported Supported

Antenna Configuration 1x2 1x4

Min/Max Bandwidth 2.5-10MHz 2.5-10MHz

Max Mbps 12.5 12.5

MIMO Mesh Supported Supported

Antenna Configuration 2x2 2x4

Min/Max Bandwidth 2.5-10MHz 2.5-10MHz

Max Mbps 251 25
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P5 is Breaking Boundaries of  
Wireless Communication
  In DTC’s Mesh radio system, multiple nodes can be combined into a ground-

breaking wireless ad-hoc IP centric network. With genuine NLOS coverage, 
superb penetration and wide bandwidth in difficult environments, the system 
is truly mobile. It supplies a network with extended range – one which will 
deliver in environments too tough for other radio solutions to cope with.

  Unlike other wireless options the IP Mesh constantly readjusts itself as 
nodes move, working out which are in range and finding the best route to 
send data between them. When one node can no longer connect, the rest 
of the nodes can communicate with each other – directly or through one or 
more intermediate nodes.

  Third party testing has time and again proven the superior performance 
of DTC’s Mesh system in NLOS urban environments over other leading 
competitors. Recent leading-edge advances have provided significant 
capability enhancements through the introduction of MIMO technology and 
higher frequency bandwidth options. This has increased the data capacity 
of the system to over 25Mbps in only 10MHz bandwidth whilst retaining the 
same outstanding performance and flexibility.

  The Mesh system automatically adjusts the modulation scheme and error 
connection coding overhead used to guarantee the best possible throughput 
whilst retaining the robustness of the link as the received signal strength 
degrades. This is called Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM). There are 
five ‘signal quality values’ that determine the performance of the system 
which are detailed below.
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Bandwidth

2.5 MHz 
Max 6.25 Mbps 3.0 MHz

Max 7.5 Mbps
5.0 MHz
Max 12.5 Mbps

6.0 MHz
Max 15 Mbps

8.0 MHz
Max 20 Mbps

10.0 MHz
Max 25 Mbps

USPs
  Dual diversity in MIMO mode
  Anti-fade features in multipath environments
  Improved receive sensitivity (up to 50% increase in range)
  Greater resistance to interference
  Combined signal multiplexing and diversity in MIMO mode

 Why DTC Mesh?
Many Mesh systems transmit data, shared across multiple TX and RX antennas, 
without the benefit of diversity in the receiver. In tough RF environments, single 
antennas cannot easily discriminate individual MIMO channels due to fading 
or interference. In this circumstance the Mesh reduces to a single antenna 
transmission to maintain connectivity, dramatically reducing achievable data 
throughput. Therefore, in ‘real life’ deployments, the reality is that published 
bandwidths are seldom achieved.

To develop a product truly up to mission critical surveillance and mobile 
applications the DTC MIMO Mesh utilises two polarised transmissions each 
received by two antennas. Tailored software packages optimise each channel 
against fading and then is further enhanced through diversity Maximum Ratio 
Combining (MRC). The result is that DTC published data is also ‘real life’ data, 
backed up by extensive trials.

DTC specialise in building solutions fit for a variety of environments, which is 
backed by an award winning and innovating engineering team.

Unique Features
Compatibility.  
With backwards compatibility, all of our DTC Mesh products can communicate 
with existing hardware, meaning you can enhance the equipment you already 
have, not replace it.

Proven, non-line-of-sight capability.  
Our products penetrate into NLOS environments making it ideal for inner  
city environments when the ability to communicate quickly and easily is  
mission critical.

Multiple applications.  
With the latest P5 technology and new smaller, robust enclosures, DTC has a 
cohesive range of products and applications, from front end concealment to 
infrastructure nodes.

Dual HD encoder.  
P5 Mesh platforms have dual HD encoding built in.

Flexibility.  
Multiple applications, standard and MIMO Mesh, recording, streaming and 4G 
integration all on the same platform.

POE.  
Power over Ethernet options available.

Technology that stands out 
from the crowd

There is a global demand for communications systems to provide high 
capacity, robust and secure data links in challenging environments. What is 
needed is the ability to project a significant bi-directional communications 
capability into unreachable areas. To achieve this, DTC’s latest generation 
provides a step change in performance. 

DTC’s IP Mesh systems are not reliant on public or commercial networks, 
making them more secure, flexible and robust for law enforcement, military 
and intelligence agencies across the globe. Combining private networks 
for critical applications with public or commercial communications 
infrastructure, DTC’s NETNode offers seamless integration. With multiple 
nodes combined into a ground-breaking wireless ad-hoc IP centric network 
and genuine NLOS coverage, the P5 High Bandwidth Mesh products deliver in 
environments too tough for other radio solutions to cope with.

MIMO Capabilities
The latest generation, the fifth iteration of DTC’s NETNode Mesh radio uses a 
combination of polarisation multiplexing and spatial diversity to give excellent 
performance and sensitivity.

 Double the data and robust performance in complex RF environments.
  The system is a 2 x 4 MIMO where there are two transit/receive ports and 
two dedicated receive channels2.

  Each polarisation retains dual spatial diversity which enables reception 
sensitivity by 3dB giving circa 50% extra range.

  The two polarisations are orthogonal and mutually independent allowing the 
transmission of different information in each channel without interference.
This has notable advantages over purely spatial multiplexing systems where 
different signals are transmitted in the same polarisations as MIMO relies 
on a highly multipath environment to receive and distinguish the separate 
signals at different points in space.

2 NETNode 2x2W products only.
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For further information on DTC High Bandwidth Mesh or any other of our range of surveillance 
solutions contact your Sales Account Manager or one of our Regional Sales Offices,  
or email solent.info@domotactical.com
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This brochure on DTC’s innovative High Bandwidth Mesh 
technology is part of a series of brochures of our core products: 
Video, IP Mesh Phase 4, Audio and Cellular.
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DTC’s fifth Mesh iteration extends the boundaries of modern wireless infrastructure.

Domo Tactical Communications (DTC)
Formerly known as Cobham TCS, Domo Tactical Communications (DTC) is at the forefront of wireless broadcast communication technologies and 
has more than 35 years’ valuable experience of transmitting and receiving information in difficult environments.
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